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Summary 

Nuclear experts are considering a "hydrogen economy" where 
H2 serves as a fuel to make electricity, as a chemical reactant, as 
a metallurgical reductant and as a source of food. Now H2 could 
also be made by photolysis of water. Theoretically, a quantumof 
green light carries enough energy for the reaction H20 = H2 + 0.5 02. 
With long-wave light, photolysis could be achieved by combination 
of 2 quanta. Yet attempts to photolyze water, in presence of 
sensitizers (photocatalysts), have failed. In the last analysis, 
this is due to re-combination of the primary, highly reactive, 
products of the photochemical reactiGn. A solution of the problem 
is to be found by the spatial separation of the primary products y 

i.e. by development of suitable membranes where these products, and 
therefore also the stab:J,.e ,g'ases H2 and 02, come out on opposite sides. 
The feasibility of this "membrane principle ft has been shown in Nature 
for 3 giga-years. Using membranes, all photosynthetic cells 
(photosynthetic bacteria and plants) succeed ~n ~1)e photo-production 
of a reductant (in many cases at least ferredöxin inthe reduced form) 
with a redox potential equal to that of H2 in neutral solution (-0'4 v). 
The reductant can, but need not, be use(i by the cells for C02 
assimilation. In man-made technology, the reducing power would be 
diverted as H2" Here it is not sugg~sted to use or copy living cells. 
Rather their operation is to be studied so that technically useful 
membranes for water photolysis can be constructed abiotically.The 
scientific and practical aspects of large-scale photolytic H2 production 
are discussed. 
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Strangely enough,. the photochemical methods for the utilization 

of solar energy have not so far been given much attention. Yet 

precisely these methods may in the long run make the most important 

contribution to the solution of the energy problems of mankind. 

A hydrogen economy is being widely discussed in connection with 

nuclear power. Hydrogen gas, ultimately to be obtained from water in 

thermochemical reaction cycles., is to be used for the provision of 

industrial and household heat, as a fuel for" heat engines or, bett er, 

for galvanic cells for the generation of electric power, as a chemical 

reactant, e.g., for the production of liquid fuels, and as a 

metallurgical reductant. Hydrogen is easily stored, it is cheaply 

transported in pipe lines, and it is non-polluting. 

Now hydrogen gas could alternatively also be made photochemically, 

namely through the photolysis of water. Thermodynamically, one quantum 

of green light (56 kcal/el.nstein) is sufficient to spli t water 

accordihg t·o the overall equation 

H20 =H2 + 0.5 02 

Quanta of blue or violet light contain even more energy, while in the 

cases of yellow and red light the energies of 2 quanta would have to 

be combinedfor the photolysis of each molecule of water. 

Some half-hearted attempts at the photolysis of water or of 

aqueous solutions have been undertaken (1). Of course, the light 

quanta have to be absorbed by a suitable sensitizer or "photocatalyst" 

to transfer theenergy tothe water. But no good success has ever been 

obtained, i. e., a stationary state was set up rapidly af.ter the 

beginning of irradiation, and the hydrogen gas content of the system 

remained very'low., Even when the products were constantly removedwith " 

a carrier" gas~ the quantum yield was very poor. 

In the last analysis, this failure is due to the fact that the 

primary products in the photoreaction are not the comparatively inert 

gases H2 and 02' but radicals that are very reactive. In the 

homogeneous aqueous solution used, the reducing and the oxidizing 

radicals meet frequently, they recombine, and thereby annihilate each 

other. A technically useful solution of the problem would require the 

spatial separation of the oxidizing and the reducing radicals. This 

could be achieved by means of asymmetric membranes which are so 

constructed that the reducing radicals come out on one side, and the 
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oxidizing radicals on the other side. Membranes capable of such 

"vectorial ll reactions (shortly~ Itvectorial membranes") have never as 

yet been built either in the laboratory or for industry. But there 

is no law of nature that would stand in the way. Vectorial membranes 

would enable us to obtain, separately and at high yields, the final 

products of photolysis, H
2 

and 0'2. The H2 would be fed into the 

hydrogen economy (2). 

The feasibility of this kind of approach has been demonstrated 

in a most impressive way andon a trulY gigantic scale by the plants. 

About 3 giga-years (3.109 years) agö? the first plants, so-ccüled 

blue-green algae~ appeared in the biosphere. The basic reaction by 

which plants obtain the energy for their life functions is precisely 

the photolysis of water. The oxygen is discarded into the atmosphere, 

and indeed photolysis of water is practically the only source of 

oxygen on Earth. In physiological conditions, the hydrogen does not 

appear as agas. This gas would escape and be worthless for the 

plants. H2 production by plants has been demonstrated onlyin uriusual 

conditions in the laboratory by Gaffron and others. 

Yet the thermodynamic achievement of the plants in the photolysis 

of water is just as great as if they had liberated H2 • The reductant 

which, instead of H2 , is made by the' plants is the reduced form of a 

well-defined protein, ferredoxiri, which is distinguished by a content 

of iron and of sulphur in inorganic linkage. It so happens that the 

standard redox potential of the couple reduced/oxidized ferredoxin 

( - 0.4 volts) practically coincides with that of the couple H2/H 20 

(neutral). Consequently, it is just as'difficult to force electrons 

on oxidized ferredoxin as i t is t'o force them on hydrated hydrogen 

ions. 

How did the plants achieve this seeming miracle? After all, they 

also had to deal with the problem of the recombination of the primary 

reducing and oxidizing products of photolysis. They solved the problem 

by introduction of the membrane principle? i.e., of vectorial membranes. 

Every photosynthesizing plant has complicated intracellular membrane 

systems for the photolysis of water. In the relatively primitive blue

green algae they criss-cross the whole cells, in the more advanced 

Iteukaryotic tl cells the membrane systems are housed in the specialized, 

membrane-enclosed, subcellular compartments known as chloroplasts. 
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In fact, the membrane principle had already been invented by the 

ancestors of the plants, the photosynthetic bacteria, of which some 

genera happily still survive and can be studied (3). These bacteria 

also use vectorial membranes to separate reductant and oxidant, but 

they are not capable of splitting water, and must use easier sources 

of hydrogen, i.e~, compounds where the hydrogen is less firmly bound, 

notably H2S. Both the photosynthetic bacteria and the plants apply 

one or the other of the chlorophylls, a group of related compounds, 

as a photocatalyst. In addition they all contain other photoactive 

pigments,' e.g'., carotenoids. These lIaccessory" pigments capture light 

outside the absorption bands of the chlorophylls and transfer the 

energy to the chlorophyll. It iscertain that the blue-green algae 

have evolved from photosynthetic bacteria. Some microbiologists call 

them "blue" bacteria . 

. The photosynthetic organisms apply "reducing power" (directly or, 

more commonly, indirectlyg reduced ferredoxin) for the assimilation of 

CO 2 and the building up of biomass. The necessary reactions do not 

require light, 1. e., they are "dark reactions". Some of the reducing 

power is diverted to other purposes, notably (in many kinds of 

photosynthetic bacteria and blue-green algae)to the assimilation 

of N2•· The blue-green algae may be considered as the non-plus-ultra 

in bioenergetics. For their life and proliferation they need not hing 

but H20, CO 2, light and minerals. 

The plants now fix, by order of magnitude, 10
11 

tons of carbon 

per year. They succed in utilizing long-wave (yellow andred) light, 

and the bacteria even make use of infrared light. In optimum 

conditions in the laboratory, namely, with dilute suspensions of 

algae, asli ttle as about 9 quant:a are needed for the fixation of 

each atom of carbon. This low quantUm requirement corresponds to an 

efficiency in the utilization of the energy of the light for blue 

light of 20 %, and for red light even of 30 %. Of course, in more 

natural ~onditions' (forests, fields) the efficiency is very much 

less. Even with very productive crops like sugar cane the upper 

limit is about 3 % only. 

IIEnergy plantations" have often been suggested. Fields or 

forests are to serve the production of fuel. The crops are to be 

used either directly or by way of fermentation. However, mankind 
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is short of suitable land, and needs it for growing food and 

technical products, e.g., fibres, oil or rubber. An alternative 

approach is theproduction of fuel by way of algal suspensions. They 

have very high yields per unit area and unit time. It is also 
,', . , 

concei vable t'hat desert areas could be applied provided water could 

be transported there cheaply. Economic success would be of great 

value. But at the moment the high price of the algae still indicates 

that a prohibitive amount of energy, in the form of implements, 

fertilizer, manpower, etc., goes into their production. 

liere it is suggested to explore the utilization of man-made 

(non-biogenic) vectorial membrane systems. It is conceded that dozens 

of years or"'R and D work will be required. But in the end, such man

made systems may well be far more productive than natural systems, 

Again desert areas could be applied on a large scale. To obtain 

optimal conditions, we should learn from the bacteria and the plants, 

be inspired by them, but neither use nor even copy them. There are 

two interconnected reasons for this strategyo 

First, man is interested in the provision of reductant (fuel), 

i.e.~ of biomass in biotic processes, and of H2 in abiotic processes. 

Now while the achievement of the plants is mQst impressive, they are 

not one-sidedly optimized for the production of biomass. Biomass is 

for them not an aim in itself. To survive and to spread, plants must 

look after themselves in many ways: They must obtain and conserve 

water and minerals, they must resist inclement weather, they must 

defend themselves against parasites, predators and competitors, and 

they must run the machinery for proliferation. These activities must 

clearly go at the expense of overall photosynthetic yield. As the 

flexibility of the physiological processes in the plants has its 

limits, a depression in the overall photosy~thetic yield remains 

even when man undertaken to supply the p~cmts wi th water and minerals, 

to shield them from enemies, etc. 

Secondly, the present plant stands at the end of a very long 

evolutionary line. It has evolved through mutation and selection. As 

is generally true in evolution, the separate, subsequent, steps, cannot 

have been too large. Therefore the plant could develop the photo

synthetic machinery onlygradually on the basis of preexisting 

features, and the existing machinery must still r,etain part of the 

heritage. In other words, the pla~" has in its bioenergetic processes 
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reached what has in evolution been accessible to i t, account being 

taken of the starting and intermediate conditions. Consequently, the 

properties of themachinery cannot be as good as if it had been 

designed rationallywithout any constraint due to evolutionary 

history. 

To make this point clearer, another line of evolutionary change 

may be recalled. It is essential for man to be upright and to have 

his hands free for tool-making. A rational designer could in the 

creation of the mechanisms for movement of a biped similar toman 

have optimized for movement on two legs. In reality, in evolution we 

started off as fishes. They changed into quadrupeds, which only later 

gave rise to bipeds. Having inherited the organisms as a whole from 

our ancestors we could not entirely shed the.ir anatomieal. and 

physiological features, or else our Olm body would not work at all. 

But this went at the expense of efficiency in upright movement. 

Varicose veins, testimony to the overloading of the cireul~tory 

systemof the::legs, are a dramatie, though not the most important, 

expression of·inefficieney. 

The eonclusionis that man can hope to build.artifieial photo .. 

chemieal maehinery on the basis of veetorial membranes that is 

superior to the natural maehinery. C0nstraints exist neither due to 

the need to fullfill alternative tasks nor due to evolutionary 

history. We cau- learn from the plant wherever we want to, but we 

need not aeeept all the plant's features. 

R andD work on the teehnical phütolysis of water would not be 

expensive.' No unduly large or eomplicated equipment for basic 

research work would be needed, nothingcompared, e.g., to that in 

nuelear.research stations. Wh at is required are highly motivated 

scientists of top quality. To find them, the work must be given clear 

direction, high priority and publie recognition ("prestige"). It would 

moreover be a tremendous advantage if efforts in different countries 

were combined in intern'ational collaboration rather than dissipated. 

Thebest thing.would probably be an International Solar Power 

Institute (lIISPIlI). It wouid have central direction but need not all 

be under one roof. On the corttrary, it would be preferable to have 

some departments in countries with abundant sunshine and others in 

countries with excellent infrastrueture. 
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While the photolysis of water is envisaged also for countries 

in temperate regions, the main advantages will be obtained in the 

hot deserts which are now practically useless. Naturally, the 

concentration of power production in such areas will lead to 

problems between nations. These problems ought to be studied in 

time, but surely solutions beneficial to all countries can be found. 
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